
Bluetracker Charter Monitor is a combined evaluation and 
owner-charterer collaboration tool that streamlines the 
time-chartering process while reducing commercial risks.

Evaluation: The charter monitor assists shipowners and managers 
to monitor the speed consumption relation and  to analyze this 
by setting filters in real-time for such factors as wind and waves 
as well as thresholds as agreed on with the charter party. Should 
the speed consumption curve lie outside the contractually agreed 
range, an automatic notification will be sent to, for example, the 
superintendent or performance manager for further root-cause 
analysis. If needed, corrective actions can be taken to minimize the 
risk of, for instance, speed claims.

Charter-Owner-Collaboration: In addition, the charter monitor 
serves as a platform that can be used to depict and administer 
speed consumption concepts for charter party services. The system 
documents all operational speed consumption data and historical 
charter parties. The chartering department is able to determine the 
vessel’s condition on the basis of operational data including the 
vessel’s particular description. 
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CHARTER MONITOR

BENEFITS

Real-time monitoring of operational  
speed vs. consumption as agreed on  
with the charter party

Automatic notification if the speed 
consumption curve exceeds limits and KPIs

Reporting of historical speed  
consumption data for documentation in  
case of speed claims

More effective owner-charterer  
collaboration using operational data  
during the tendering period

Enhanced, effective cooperation  
between chartering and inspection 
departments 

Plausibility check of all incoming data  
to ensure reliable data quality
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If you have any enquiries or would like to set up an appointment with one of our sales representatives, please phone or e-mail us:  

+49  461 430 410           bluetracker@navis.com      www.bluetracker.de

Bluetracker Charter Monitor is a cloud-based, integrated module available with the powerful fleet collaboration and analysis 
performance platform Bluetracker One. Used for fleet performance management, it is available as a stand-alone or integrated 

 The charter monitor is a module available with the fleet performance collaboration platform Bluetracker One.

FEATURES

 Overview of the latest speed  
 consumption curves for all vessels  
 and their respective charterers

 Individual filter setting according  
 KPI status

 Statistics of KPI violations per vessel 

 Drill-down functionality to specific  
 speed consumption analysis

 Display of “all data,” “exclude minor  
 plausibility issues” and “exclude  
 major plausibility issues” options to  
 ensure analysis of only reliable data

  Comparison of actual regressions  
 against selected charter curves 

 Generation of speed consumption  
 curves using current operational data

  Generation of speed consumption  
 reports for documentation

 Filter settings for such factors as wind  
 and sea state for various charter party  
 proposals

 Definition of KPI thresholds for  
 specific charter parties

 Planning for new charter party offers  
 by creating a reference curve using  
 the historical operational data or by  
 keying data manually 

 Ability to submit charter party  
 proposal to charterer or broker

DASHBOARD CHARTER SURVEY C/P EDITOR

PACKAGING

Colored indication when speed consumption is 
out of range

Monitoring of speed consumption curve (above) 
and charter party fulfillments (red-green graph)

Overview of the status for all available charter 
parties (drafts, accepted, closed and rejected 

charter parties)
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   SUPERVISION

CUSTOM
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   Sample data source
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   Report data source
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